
DAR 120 - Photoshop Assignment 2

Objectives
• Learn how to use the various selection tools
• Learn how to make selections and put on a new layer
• Learn how to duplicate layers
• Learn how to re size, rotate, etc. using Transform

Assignment
You can duplicate Mr. MelonHead or create you own version. 
Practice the various selection tools as stated below.

NOTE: Turn in a print and the file in my drop folder.

1.  Drag the MelonHeadParts file from my class folder to your Student Files... User Files. Open up 
this file. Save as... “YourName Melon”. Then use Command + S to save every 15 minutes or so.

2.  You may select and work with the various parts in any order you like. However, use the list below 
with the specific selection tools for the specified parts. 

 After you have selected an item, use Layer... New... Layer via Copy, to create a new layer for each 
item. Name the layers. Position these new layer items to create your character. 

SELECTION TOOL LIST:

Blueberry & Carrot = Circle Marquee tool.
Pear tomato (nose) = Magic Wand
Bow Tie pasta = Polygonal Lasso & Lasso tool, use option key to subtract, shift key to add to selection 
Grapefruit = Magnetic Lasso tool
Radish = Rectangular Marquee tool, then Magic Wand tool with option key to subtract from selection.
Mushroom = Quick Selection tool.
Kiwi = Circle/Oval Marquee tool. 

*  SAMPLE STEP FOR ONE PART

 1. Use the Circle Marque tool to select the carrot.  
  Make sure you are on the layer: “Background copy”

 2. Go to the pull down Layer menu... New... Layer Via Copy.

 3. A new layer appears in the layers palette. Double click the name and rename “carrot”.

 4. Use this layer with the carrot to position the carrot as an eye (or other part if you choose.)

 5. Repeat for other parts.




